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History of big power relations in the international system is essentially a history 
of struggle and changes about international monetary sovereignty. The big power is in 
pursuit of the internationalization of its currency and the consequent hegemony and 
interests. The international monetary system is often dominated by the hegemonic 
system posed by the financial power to a financial power. International monetary 
system is a mechanism which coordinates the monetary relationship between 
countries, and it includes principals, arrangements, conventions and institutions. The 
system embodies the orders and rules of currency exchange, capital flows and debts 
liquidation. While the subprime crisis is worsening and becoming an international 
financial crisis, the global monetary system that is led by US dollars has been 
challenged, so it’s a great urgency to reform the current global monetary system.The 
dissertation described the characteristics of current global monetary system, and 
explained its weak points, then provided the idea of building a framework of 
"financial stability of the three islands ", that is an international monetary system 
reform built by the Euro zone, the Dollar zone and Asian currency zone. Based on the 
theoretical basis of "financial stability of the three islands"--optimal currency zone 
theory, the paper analyzed Euro-zone mechanism, discussed the possibility of 
establishing the US dollar zone and Asian currency zone, especially focused on the 
feasibility of building Asian currency zone 
The paper evaluated the plan of starting to build Asian currency zone among 
Four Little Dragons of Asia ,PRC and Japan, referring to standards of theory of 
optimum currency areas: factor mobility, economic openness, diversification of 
products, similarity of inflation and so on, the paper studied in many aspects, then 
used the structural vector auto regression model and impulse response function to 
estimate the strength of correlation, scale and speed of response of the six economies 
in the face of economic shocks, checked the plan of these 6 economies in the lead of 
organizing monetary union and building Asian Dollar Zone program comprehensively, 














of the article, put forward relevant policy suggestions for building "Three Islands of 
Stability" of the international monetary system, 
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